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 .  .In this paper we shall show that the initial value problem x9 s q x g t, x ,
 . w xx 0 s x has on an interval J s 0, T , T ) 0, a unique solution which is increas-o
ing and right-continuous with respect to x and g, under hypotheses which allowo
 .measurable discontinuities for q and g ?, z and left-hand side discontinuities for
 .  .g t, ? . If g t, ? is also increasing, the solution is obtained by a method of
successive approximations. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The importance to know which hypotheses imply existence and which
 .imply uniqueness of a solution to an initial value problem IVP is
w xemphasized in 1 . Bearing this in mind we shall show that the IVP
x9 s q x g t , x , x 0 s x 1 .  .  .  .o
 .has for each x g R a solution on J if the functions q: R ª 0, ` and g :o
J = R ª R satisfy the following conditions:
 .q q is measurable and essentially bounded and 1rq is locally
essentially bounded;
 .  .  .  .g0 g ?, z is measurable and lim sup g t, y F g t, z sy ª zy
 .  .lim g t, y for all z g R and for almost all a.a. t g J,y ª zq
 . <  . <  .  < <.g1 g t, z F p t c z for all z g R and for a.a. t g J, where
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 .Uniqueness results are obtained if condition q holds, if
 .  .g2 g t, z G 0 for a.a. t g J and for all z g R, and
if either of the following conditions holds:
 .  .  .g3 For each z g R there is r ) 0 such that g t, y y g t, z Fo
 .  xh t, y y z for a.a. t g J and for z F z - y F z q r, where h: 0, T =o o
w x   .. 1 . w x0, r ª R , h ?, ¨ ? g L J, R whenever ¨ : J ª 0, r is absolutelyq q
 .continuous, and ¨ t ' 0 is the only absolutely continuous solution of
 . 5 5 t   ..¨ t F q H h s, ¨ s ds on J;` o
 .  .  .g4 For each z g R there is r ) 0 such that g t, y y g t, z Fo
  . 5 5  .. .u t r q U t y y z for a.a. t g J and for z F z - y F z q r, where` o o
1 .  . t  . w  .u g L J, R with U t s H u s ds ) 0 for 0 - t F T , and sup g t, y yq o
 .x < 4   .. w xg t, z z F z F y F z q r s o u t as t ª 0 q , where x sq o o q
 4max x, 0 .
 .As a consequence of condition g3 we derive in Section 3 one-sided
generalizations to uniqueness conditions due to Bompiani, Osgood, and
 w x.  .Lipschitz cf. 6, 9 , whereas g4 is a generalization to Athanassov's
 wuniqueness condition in a one-dimensional case for a nonnegative g cf. 1,
x.Theorem 1 .
 .  .  .  .Moreover, we shall show that under conditions q , g0 ] g2 , and g3
  ..  .resp. g4 the solution of 1 is increasing and right-continuous with
 .  .respect to x and g. If g t, ? is also increasing, the solution of 1 can beo
obtained by a method of successive approximations. The results are
illustrated by examples, which show that q and g can be discontinuous in
all their variables.
2. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, AND COMPARISON
RESULTS
 .Let AC J denote the space of all absolutely continuous functions x:
J ª R. Condition
x F x if and only if x t F x t for each t g J .  .
 .  .defines a partial ordering in AC J . If a , b g AC J and a F b , denote
w x   . < 4a , b s x g AC J a F x F b .
 .  .A function y g AC J is said to be a lower solution of 1 if
y9 t F q y t g t , y t for a.a. t g J , y 0 F x , .  .  .  . .  . o
and an upper solution if the reversed inequalities are satisfied. If equalities
 .hold, we say that y is a solution of 1 .
Our basic existence result is given in the following theorem.
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 .  .  .THEOREM 2.1. If conditions q , g0 , and g1 are ¨alid, then for each
 .x g R the IVP 1 has a solution.o
 .  .Proof. Let x g R be given. From condition g0 it follows that g t, ?o
 .is right continuous and upper semicontinuous for a.a. t g J. Condition g1
w ximplies by Lemma 1.5.3 of 4 that the IVP
 . 5 5  .  .  . < <a w9 s q p t c w , w 0 s x has a unique solution w and` o
that
 . <  . <  .  < <.  .   ..  . 5 5b g t, u F p t c u F p t c w t s w9 t r q for a.a. t g J`
w  .  .x  . w xand for all u g yw t , w t . This, condition q , and the result 38.2 of 7
 .imply that yw and w are lower and upper solutions of 1 . Thus all the
w xhypotheses of Theorem 4.1 in 3 hold when a s yw and b s w, so that
 .the IVP 1 has at least one solution.
The uniqueness and comparison results are based on the following
lemma.
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.1. Assume that conditions q , g2 , and g3 hold. If y is a
 .   ..   ..lower solution and z an upper solution of 1 and if g ?, y ? and g ?, z ? are
 .Lebesgue integrable on J, then y F z. This holds also when condition g3 is
 .replaced by condition g4 .
w .Proof. Make a counterhypothesis: There exist t g 0, T and t go 1
 xt , T such thato
xy t s z t , z t - y t t g t , t . .  .  .  . o o o 1
 .  .By choosing r ) 0 as in condition g3 when z s z t , and noticing that zo o
 .  .is increasing because of conditions q and g2 , we may choose t so that1
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .a y t s z t , z t F z t - y t F z t q r for each t go o o o
 xt , t .o 1
Applying the definition of lower and upper solutions, integration, and the
 w x.change of variables cf. 7, 38.3 we obtain
d¨ y9 s . . t ty t xs ds F g s, y s ds, t g t , t , .  .H H H o 1q ¨ q y s .  . . .y t t to o o
d¨ z9 s . . t tz t xs ds G g s, z s ds, t g t , t . .  .H H H o 1q ¨ q z s .  . . .z t t to o o
These inequalities imply that
 .  .  . y t . 5 5  . 5 5 t w   ..b 0 - y t y z t F H q rq ¨ d¨ F q H g s, y s y` `z t . to
  ..xg s, z s ds
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 x  .  .  .for each t g t , t . From a , b , and g3 it follows thato 1
0, 0 F t F t ,¡ o~y t y z t , t - t F t , .  .¨ t s 2.1 .  .o 1¢y t y z t , t F t F T , .  .1 1 1
satisfies the integral inequality
 .  . t 5 5   ..c ¨ t F H q h s, ¨ s ds, t g J.`o
 .  .  .But this implies by condition g3 that ¨ t ' 0, which contradicts a . This
 .proves the first assertion in the case when g3 holds.
 .  .Assume next that condition g4 is valid. By choosing h t, z s
  . 5 5  ..  x w x  . w xu t r q U t z, t g 0, T , z g 0, r , it follows from condition g4 by 1`
 .  .that ¨ t ' 0 is the only solution of c for which
 .  .   ..d ¨ t s o U t as t ª 0 q .
 .  .To prove that the function ¨ , defined by 2.1 , has property d , it suffices
 .to consider the case when t s 0. According to b , we haveo
 .  .  . 5 5 tw   ..   ..x  xe 0 - y t y z t F q H g s, y s y g s, z s ds, t g 0, t .` 0 q 1
w   ..   ..x   ..  .Since g t, y t y g t, z t s o u t as t ª 0 q , by condition g4 , itq
 .  .  .follows from e that d holds. This shows that the contradiction with a is
 .  .obtained also when condition g3 is replaced by g4 , which proves the last
assertion.
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 we obtain the following
uniqueness result.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 2.2. If conditions q and g2 and one of conditions g3 , g4
 .hold, then the IVP 1 has at most one solution.
 .  .Proof. Let y, z g AC J be solutions of the IVP 1 . Then
y9 t z9 t .  .
s g t , y t , s g t , z t , a.e. on J . .  . .  .
q y t q z t .  . .  .
Since y and z are absolutely continuous and 1rq is locally essentially
w xbounded, it follows from 7, 38.3 that the left-hand sides in the equations
  ..   ..above are Lebesgue-integrable on J. Thus g ?, y ? and g ?, z ? are
Lebesgue integrable on J. Moreover, y and z are both upper and lower
 .solutions of 1 , so that y F z and z F y by Lemma 2.1; i.e,. y s z.
The next result is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 2.3. If conditions q , g0 ] g2 , and one of conditions g3 ,
 .  .g4 are ¨alid, then for each x g R the IVP 1 has a unique solution.o
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 .Remarks 2.1. If condition g1 is replaced by existence of a lower
 .solution a and an upper solution b of 1 , then the above results hold for
 . w xall solutions of 1 in a , b .
 .Condition g0 can be replaced in the above considerations by condition
 .  w x.  .g g is a standard function cf. 8 and g t, ? is increasing for a.a.
t g J.
 w x.cf. 4, Theorem 2.1.3 . On the other hand, the IVP
x9 s g t , x , x 0 s 0, 2.2 .  .  .
w xhas no solution on J s 0, T for any T ) 0 if g is one of the functions
2, u - t , 1, u F 0,g t , u s g t , u s t g J .  .1  , u G t , 0, u ) 0,2
 w x.  .  .cf. 2; 5 . Neither g0 nor g is satisfied in these examples.
 . w xThe IVP 2.2 has many solutions on each interval J s 0, T , T ) 0, if g
is one of the functions
tu , u G 0,g t , u s . yt , u - 0,
tu1r2 , u G 0,g t , u s .  0, u - 0,
¡ 22 t , u G t ,~ 2ug t , u s . 2, 0 F u - t .¢ t
 .The first of these functions does not satisfy condition g2 , in the second
 .  .case condition g3 does not hold, and in the last case condition g4 is not
valid.
3. SPECIAL CASES
In this section we shall present consequences of Theorem 2.3, consider-
 .  .ing some special cases of conditions g3 and g4 .
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 .PROPOSITION 3.1. The IVP 1 has for each x g R a unique solution ifo
 .  .  .conditions q and g0 ] g2 hold, and if one of the following conditions is
¨alid:
 .  .  . g5 for each z g R there is r ) 0 such that g t, y y g t, z F h t,0
.  x w xy y z for a.a. t g J and for z F z - y F z q r, where h: 0, T = 0, r ªo o
 .R is a standard function, h t, ? is increasing for a.a. t g J, there is u ) 0q o
such that the IVP
5 5u9 s q h t , u , u 0 s u 3.1 .  .  .` o
 .  .has an upper solution, and u t ' 0 is the only solution of 3.1 when u s 0;o
 .  .  .g6 for each z g R there is r ) 0 such that g t, y y g t, z Fo
 .  .p t w y y z for a.a. t g J and for z F z - y F z q r, where p go o
1 .  x  . r  .L J, R , w : 0, r ª 0, ` is increasing, and H d¨rw ¨ s `;q 0q
 .    ..y1 xg7 for each z g R there is n g N, n ) 0 and r g 0, exp 1o n
 .  .  . .   ..   ..such that g t, y y g t, z F p t y y z ln 1r y y z ??? ln 1r y y z ,n
for a.a. t g J and for z F z - y F z q r, where ln and exp denote theo o n n
n-fold iterated logarithm and exponential function, respecti¨ ely, and p g
1 .L J, R ;q
 .  .  .g8 for each z g R there is r ) 0 such that g t, y y g t, z Fo
 . . 1 .p t y y z , for a.a. t g J and for z F z - y F z q r, where p g L J, R ;o o q
 .  .  . g9 for each z g R there is r ) 0 such that g t, y y g t, z F y yo
. 5 5 w  .z r2 t q for a.a. t g J and for z F z - y F z q r, and sup g t, y y` o o
 .x < 4  y1r2 .g t, z z F z F y F z q r s o t as t ª 0 q .q o o
 .  .  .Proof. To prove that g5 implies g3 , assume that g5 holds, and let
 .¨ g AC J be a solution of the integral inequality
 .  . 5 5 t   ..a ¨ t F q H h s, ¨ s ds, t g J.` o
 .Choose u ) 0 so that the IVP 3.1 has an upper solution w. We mayo
 .  <  . 4assume that ¨ t F u on J, for if t s sup t g J ¨ t F u - T , rede-o o o
 . w xfine ¨ t ' u on t , T . In particular, ¨ F w, and the hypotheses giveno o
 .for h in g5 imply that
 .  . t 5 5   ..b Qu t s H q h s, u s ds, t g J,`o
w x w xdefines an increasing operator Q: ¨ , w ª ¨ , w . Since
5 5Qu 9 t F q h t , w t F w9 t .  .  .  . .`
w x w xfor all u g ¨ , w and for a.a. t g J, it follows from Proposition 1.4.4 of 4
 .that Q has a fixed point u. This and b imply that u is also a solution of
 .  .  .the IVP 3.1 when u s 0, so that u t ' 0 by condition g5 . Sinceo
 .0 F ¨ F u, we have ¨ t ' 0.
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 .  .  .  . w xIf g6 holds, then the function h t, u s p t w u , t g J, u g 0, r , with
 .  .w 0 s 0, has the properties given for h in condition g5 . Thus condition
 .  .g5 and, hence, also g3 , hold.
For each n s 1, 2, . . . the function
1 1 y1
w z s z ln ??? ln , 0 - z F r s exp 1 , .  .n n n nz z
 .  .satisfy the hypotheses given for w in g6 , so that g7 is a special case of
 .  .  .  .g6 . Condition g8 implies g6 when w z s z, z g R , and conditionq
 .  .  . y1r2,  xg9 is a special case of g4 when u t s t t g 0, T .
 .  .The above proof shows that either g3 or g4 holds, whence all the
hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 are valid.
4. DEPENDENCE ON DATA
Applying the results of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 we shall prove that
 .the dependence of the solution of the IVP 1 on data is monotone.
 .  .  .  .  .LEMMA 4.1. If conditions q , g0 ] g2 , and one of conditions g3 ] g9
 .are ¨alid, then the solution of the IVP 1 is increasing with respect to x , q,o
and g.
 .Proof. Assume that x F x , that q: R ª 0, ` and g : J = R ª R areÃ Ã Ão o
 .  .  .  .such that q u F q u and g t, u F g t, u for a.a. t g J and for all u g RÃ Ã
and that the IVP
x9 s q x g t , x , x 0 s x , .  .  .Ã Ã Ão
 .has a solution x. Then x is an upper solution of the IVP 1 , and theÃ Ã
 .solution x of 1 , which exists and is uniquely determined by Theorem 2.3,
 .is a lower solution of 1 . Thus, x F x by Lemma 2.1.Ã
w x  .EXAMPLE 4.1. Choose J s 0, 1 , and define q: R ª 0, ` by
` ` 1r m 1r mw x2 q k z y k z .
q z s .   2km .ms1 ks1
=
1
2 q sin , 4.1 .1r m 1r m / /w x1 q k z y k z
w xwhere x denotes the greatest integer F x. It is easy to see that the
discontinuity points of q are nrk1r m for n g Z, k, m s 1, 2, . . . . Since
 . 4  .1 F q z F p r6 for each z g R, then condition q holds.
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 .  ym .  .Denote c t s n y 2 q t , and define a function g : J = R ª Rn, m
by
g t , z s 2 m c t y z , c t F z - c t , 4.2 .  .  .  .  . .n , mq1 n , m n , mq1
whenever n g Z, m g N, and t g J. It is easy to see that g satisfies
 .  .  .conditions g0 ] g2 , and that condition g3 holds with h ' 0. Thus the
 .IVP 1 has for each x g R a unique solution x. Moreover, x is increas-o
ing with respect to x .o
 .Next we shall prove right-continuity of the solution of 1 with respect to
x and g.o
PROPOSITION 4.1. Gi¨ en a decreasing sequence of functions g : J = R ªn
 .  .R and a function g : J = R ª R which all satisfy conditions g0 ] g3 with
 .common p and c in g1 , assume that
 .   ..   ..  .g n lim g s, x s y g s, x s s 0 for a.a. s g J if x is anª` n n n n
 .decreasing and uniformly con¨ergent sequence in AC J .
 .  .  n.`Let q: R ª 0, ` satisfy condition q , and let x be a decreasingo ns1
sequence con¨erging to x g R. Then the IVPso
x9 s q x g t , x , x 0 s x n , 4.3 .  .  .  .n o
 .ha¨e unique solutions, x g AC J , which con¨erge uniformly on J to then
 .solution x of the IVP 1 .
 .Proof. From Theorem 2.3 it follows that the IVP 4.3 has for each
 .  .n s 1, 2, . . . a unique solution x . If n - m, then q u g t, u Fn m
 .  . m nq u g t, u in J = R and x F x . Thus x F x by Lemma 4.1 so thatn o o m n
 .`  < n < < 4the sequence x is decreasing. Denote w s sup x n s 1, 2, . . . ,n ns1 o o
and by w the solution of the IVP
 . 5 5  .  .  .a w9 s q p t c w , w 0 s w .` o
 .  . w xApplying conditions q and g1 and the result 38.2 of 7 we obtain for
each n s 1, 2, . . . and for all t g J,
tn< <x t F x q q x s g s, x s ds .  .  . .  .Hn o n n
o
t
5 5F w q q p s c x s ds. .  . .H `o n
o
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w x <  . <  .This implies by Lemma 1.5.3 of 4 that x t F w t for each t g J andn
for each n s 1, 2, . . . . In particular,
 .  . w  .  .xb x t g yw T , w T for all n s 1, 2, . . . ; t g J.n
If 0 F a F b F T , we have for each n s 1, 2, . . . ,
 . <  .  . < b <   ..   .. <c x b y x a F H q x s g s, x s dsn n a n n
b 5 5  .   ..  .  .F H q p s c w s ds s w b y w a .`a
 .`  .Thus the sequence x is decreasing, uniformly bounded by b andn ns1
 .equicontinuous by c , whence it converges uniformly on J to a function x
which has property
x b y x a F w b y w a , a, b g J ; .  .  .  .
 .  .in particular, x g AC J . From b it follows when n ª ` that
x t g yw T , w T for all t g J . .  .  .
 .  .Since g t, ? is right-continuous for a.a. t g J, since the sequence x isn
 .decreasing and converges uniformly to x and since condition g n holds,
then
 .   ..   ..d g s, x s ª g s, x s as n ª ` for a.a. s g J.n n
Each x satisfies the integral equationn
 . x n t .  . t   ..e H d¨rq ¨ s H g s, x s ds, t g J.nx o n no
n  .  .  .Because x ª x and x t ª x t , follows from e when n ª `, applyingo o n
 .also d and the dominated convergence theorem that
d¨ . tx t s g s, x s ds, t g J . . .H Hq ¨ .x oo
 .This implies that x is the solution of the IVP 1 .
 .Remarks 4.1. The result of Proposition 4.1 holds if condition g3 is
 .  .  .replaced by any of the conditions g4 ] g9 . If condition g3 is omitted,
the result of Proposition 4.1 can be shown to hold for maximal solutions of
 .  .1 and 4.3 .
 n.`The hypothesis that the sequence x is decreasing is essential. Foro ns1
instance, if
1, z G 0,H z s , .  0, z - 0
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then the IVP
x9 s H x , x 0 s 0 .  .
 .has x t s t as its only solution, and the IVP
xX s H x , x 0 s y1rn .  .n n n
 .has for each n s 1, 2, . . . a unique solution, x t ' y1rn on J, so thatn
 .`the sequence x does not converge even pointwise to x on J. Thisn ns1
holds also for the solutions of the IVPs
1 1
Xx s H x y , x 0 s , .n n n /n 2n
so that the result of Proposition 4.1 does not necessarily hold if, instead of
 .  .`g n , we assume that the sequence g is increasing and convergesn ns1
pointwise to g.
5. CONVERGENCE OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS
If g is also increasing in its second argument we obtain the solution of
 .the IVP 1 by the method of successive approximations.
 .PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume that q and g satisfy the hypotheses q ,
 .  .  .  .  .g0 ] g2 ,and one of conditions g3 ] g9 . If g t, ? is increasing for a.a.
 .`t g J, then for each fixed x g R the sequence y of functions y :o n nso n
J ª R, defined by
d¨ . ty tnq1 s g s, y s ds, t g J , n g N, 5.1 .  . .H H nq ¨ .x oo
 .con¨erges uniformly on J to the solution of 1 if y s w is the solution of theo
IVP
5 5 < <w9 s q p t f w , w 0 s x . 5.2 .  .  .  .` o
 .Proof. Let x g R be given. The IVP 1 has by Theorem 2.3 ando
Proposition 3.1 a unique solution. By choosing y s w, it follows fromo
 .  .  .conditions q and g1 and from the monotonicity of g t, ? that the
 .` w xsequence y is decreasing and belongs to yw, w . As in the proof ofn nso
 .`Proposition 4.1 it is easy to show that the sequence y convergesn nso
w x  .uniformly on J to a function x g yw, w . Since g s, ? is right-continuous
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 .for a.a. s g J, it follows from 5.1 as n ª ` that x satisfies the integral
equation
d¨ . tx t s g s, x s ds, t g J . . .H Hq ¨ .x oo
 .This implies that x is the solution of 1 .
w x  .EXAMPLE 5.1. Choose J s 0, 1 , and let q: R ª 0, ` be defined by
 .  .4.1 . Define a function g : J = R ª R by g t, z s 0 when t g J and
z F 0 and
g t , z s n y 2ym q t , n y 2ym q t F z - n y 2ym y1 q t , .  .  .  .  .  .  .
5.3 .
when n s 1, 2, . . . , m g N and t g J. It is easy to see that g satisfies the
 .hypotheses of Proposition 5.1. Thus the IVP 1 has for each x g R ao
unique solution which is obtained by the method of successive approxima-
tions.
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